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HOT OFF THE PRESS!
Whether your business is exclusively online, a brick-and-mortar store or some combination,
attracting publicity can help take your business to the next level. Getting press for your business
gives people the opportunity to learn about what you offer and why they need your service or
product. Publicity, whether online, print or broadcast, creates visibility and awareness that can
translate into significant revenues for your business.
Here at Community Futures, we are committed to ensuring that Saskatchewan entrepreneurs have
the information, tools, and resources they need to build successful and sustainable businesses. For
that reason, we are very pleased to offer you this guide that provides suggestions, strategies, tips,
and tricks to help shape the beginnings of your media and public relations plan.
This guide is a perfect place to start if:
• Y
 ou’d love to attract media attention for your business, but have no idea where to start
• You want to put yourself out there more, but you’re struggling to dial up the confidence
you need to make it happen
• Y
 ou really want to pitch yourself to the press, but you’re worried that you’ll say the wrong
thing or they won’t take you seriously
• Y
 ou’ve already tried getting featured in publications, on radio, or on television, but you’ve
been rejected or heard only radio silence
• Y
 ou’ve explored hiring a publicist, but the quote came in way beyond your budget
In this guide you will learn:
• T
 he difference between online and offline publicity, and why both are essential
for your business
• H
 ow to start thinking and acting like a publicist
• H
 ow to interview yourself like a PR pro to prepare for opportunities
• How

to craft a media-friendly story
• H
 ow to increase your confidence to put yourself out there
• How

to write media pitches that are hard to ignore
• Strategies

for transforming press coverage into cash

NOTE: THIS EBOOK SHOULD BE USED AS A HELPFUL GUIDE, BUT SHOULD NOT BE
CONSIDERED AS A REPLACEMENT TO APPROPRIATE LEGAL AND ACCOUNTING ADVICE.
COMMUNITY FUTURES ACCEPTS NO LIABILITY FOR ERRORS OR OMISSIONS CONTAINED
WITHIN THIS PUBLICATION.
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WHY YOU WANT PRESS FOR YOUR BUSINESS
In general, there are two great reasons to seek out media attention for your business. The first is
to enhance your visibility and drive more traffic to your website and/or your physical location. The
second is to bolster your overall credibility, which can then be leveraged to gain more customers,
clients, and sales.
Magazines, newspaper, TV, and radio coverage (offline publicity) are important outlets for
positioning yourself as an expert, while online publicity (blogs and online news sites) is key
to getting people to your virtual home fast. Both strategies are equally important for different
reasons, but work brilliantly together to bring business through your door.

THINKING LIKE A PUBLICIST + PREPARING FOR PRESS
Before reaching out to the media and seeking publicity for your business, you need to be crystal
clear on your business story!
Taking the time to thoughtfully consider the following questions in advance will ensure that you’re
confident, calm and prepared for interviews and can communicate with ease and enthusiasm.
• W
 hy did you decide to start your business?
• What is the vision for your business? What is your mission and what do you value
most?
• What is customer need you serve or the client problem you solve?
• What’s the biggest challenge that you’ve overcome in your business?
• What inspires you to go to work every single day?
• What important impact or contribution do you hope to make?
• What accomplishment are you most proud of?
• What is the most important business advice you’ve ever received?
• What are the most important lessons you’ve learned as a small business owner and
what would you say to an entrepreneur just starting out?
• What are the current trends in your industry? What excites you? What concerns you?
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MAKING A MEDIA WISH LIST
It’s important to be smart, savvy, and strategic as you begin to think about connecting with the
media. While it would be wonderful to land a spot on a national morning TV show or grace the
cover of the Globe and Mail in your first year of business, the reality is usually a little different.
From the outset, you need to strive to find a good balance of comprehensive, cohesive and
creative in your publicity outreach strategy. Taking a blanket approach and pitching every
imaginable outlet is not only incredibly time consuming, but also a very bad idea. Your aim should
be to dream big, but start small and honour your current business stage. The following ideas will
help you with research and planning:
• H
 ead to a large bookstore and browse the shelves for publications that directly relate
to your niche and industry. This will help you get creative with placement options and
interesting pitch ideas.
• Examine what your competition is doing. Who is getting regular coverage and where are
they being featured?
• Search out relevant blogs and news sites online using the keywords related to your
service or product.
• Identify all of the local opportunities in your town or city. Local media love to rally
around the people in their communities doing interesting and exciting things.
• Think outside the box! For example, some media outlets that are often overlooked
include industry publications, inflight magazines, and trade journals.
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PITCHING LIKE A PRO
Now that you’ve got your wish list and you’re clear on what you stand for, what you sell, and who
serve, you’re ready to start connecting with the press!
Crafting an effective, engaging, and media-friendly pitch is essential to securing publicity and
profile for yourself and your business. In order to make a story idea alluring to the press, there are
a number of important considerations to keep in mind.
MAKE FRIENDS WITH THE PRESS.
Prior to pitching any media outlet and their people, it’s a great idea to do some relationshipbuilding in advance. For example, if you want to pitch a local publication, start following
their journalists online and post thoughtful comments on their stories. If you have your eye
on a television spot, take the time to send a genuine and complimentary email to a reporter
who recently did a great story on air. Whenever it is possible, look for opportunities to be a
cheerleader or resource long in advance of doing a pitch.
MAKE SURE YOUR IDEA IS RELEVANT, TIMELY, AND INTERESTING.
When you’re ready to approach the media with a story, use the following list of questions as a
checklist to guide your possible story ideas and craft a successful pitch.
• Is your idea a different spin on an issue that’s currently trending?
• Are you offering a fresh, exciting, or unique perspective?
• Do you have an opposing opinion to a popular point-of-view?
• Does your idea tie into an upcoming holiday or big event?
•C
 an you tie your story into celebrity news or pop culture?
• Was an interesting study just released in your industry?
• Is your story idea surprising, shocking, or heartwarming?
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STRATEGICALLY TAILOR AND TARGET YOUR PITCH.
Every newspaper, magazine, radio show, TV show, and blog all have different angles, audiences,
and methods in which they prefer to cover stories. Don’t send your pitch to everyone on your
media wish list. Determine which media outlets are most likely to find it of interest based on
their focus and the audiences they serve. For example, they may be men, women, seniors,
business owners, people with relationship issues, or individuals with money problems. Be sure
to investigate what they’ve featured in the past and only if your story idea is a perfect fit for their
platform and audience should you proceed.
BE MINDFUL OF PUBLICATION TIMELINES.
In some cases, you’ll need to plan and pitch well in advance. While they may vary, the following is
a rough guide to deadlines:
Blogs: 2-3 months
Radio: 4-6 weeks
TV: 4-6 weeks
Newspapers: 2-4 weeks
Magazines: 4-6 months
USE EMAIL.
The majority of journalists and producers want to be pitched via email, and not by snail mail,
phone, or via social media.
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BE COMPELLING AND CONCISE.
The media receive countless emails every day from people seeking their attention and don’t have
time to open and respond to them all. However, they’re more likely to read messages that have
subject lines that are interesting, intriguing, and speak directly to them and their audiences.
From there, you need to ensure that your message is short, smart, and succinctly on point. Media
folks are not likely to scroll through multiple paragraphs and may become irritated or frustrated
if they have to! Put the most relevant, important, and engaging aspects of your pitch in the very
first paragraph of your message. Be clear and concise.
BE SURE TO FOLLOW UP.
Again, media people are very, very busy and there’s always the chance that they may
unintentionally overlook you your message. Be sure to follow within 4-6 days with another email
or perhaps a phone call, depending on the media person. However, it’s important to remember
that there’s a fine line between persistence and being a pest, so use good judgment and be
cordial in your correspondence.
KNOW THAT THE WORST THEY CAN SAY IS NO.
Putting yourself out there is not easy and rejection can hurt. It’s completely normal to have
doubts and insecurities, but it’s critical to stay excited and optimistic – especially when you’re
just getting started. Be prepared to hear “no thank you” (or nothing at all!) a lot and gracefully
move on. Remember that it’s never personal and authenticity, perseverance, and enthusiasm are
key to your press success!
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PENNING THE PERFECT PITCH AND FOLLOW UP
As small business owners, it’s not often that the press will be banging down our doors for interviews and
stories, so the onus falls to us to provide a punchy pitch letter with an irresistible, or at least interesting,
story. Here’s the step-by-step breakdown of the elements you need to include:
1) A genuinely juicy subject line that’s not misleading.
• If you’re a financial planner, it could be: “The Hottest Investment Tips Ever”
• If you’re a consultant, “The Best Kept Secrets of the Most Successful Businesses”
• If you make jewelry, “The Biggest Mistake Women Make When Accessorizing”
• If you are a personal trainer, “10 Surprising Tricks To Get a Bikini Body Faster”
2) A warm, personal, and very short greeting that introduces you and your business.
3) An intriguing hook that immediately captures their attention.
4) Short and simple content that’s effortless to read and understand.
5) A clear call to action that states exactly what you want.
For example, if you were a personal trainer and you were pitching an article to Shape magazine, a pitch
that included all of these components would read along these lines:
	My name is Mary Smith and I’m the founder of Fabulous Fitness, a company committed to
empowering women through integrated health and wellness. I know many of your readers are
gearing up for summer and looking for fun, fast, and easy ways to get in beach body shape.
I’d love the opportunity to offer up some encouragement and inspiration, along with proven
nutrition and fitness tips that will help them happily reach their goals in record time. Would you
be interested in an article that describes “10 Surprising Tricks to Get a Bikini Body Faster?”
	Thank you in advance for your consideration! I look forward to hearing from you.
	With kind regards,
Mary Smith
6) A friendly and value-added follow up.
As noted previously, media people are incredibly busy people, so expect to follow up more often than
not. Give them about a week to respond, as they may be considering how it might fit or when they
might use it. If possible, add in a little more value by way of additional information. Continuing with the
example above, your follow up might read:
	I wanted to follow up regarding the story idea I sent over last week. I’ve recently added two more
tricks into my repertoire that my personal clients are absolutely loving!
	Please let me know if you would be interested in receiving “12 Surprising Tricks to Get a Bikini
Body Faster?”
	Thanks again for your warm consideration!
	Very sincerely,
	Mary Smith
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TURNING PRESS INTO PROFITS
Media coverage can result in new customers, more sales, and increased revenue if you strategically
leverage the accolades and attention. While good press doesn’t necessarily mean an instant windfall for
your business, there are a number of smart ways to make it continue to work for you in the long run.
•S
 hare every piece of coverage with your email list, on your blog, and across your social media
platforms.
•W
 hen you reach out to thank whomever featured you, be sure to suggest ideas for working
together again in the future.
•R
 epurpose complimentary journalist quotes or favourable product reviews as testimonials on
your website and other marketing materials.
• Incorporate prominent coverage in your bio.
•A
 sk your tribe to thank the media for you. For instance, you could ask your friends, family, and
other people in your inner circle to do a shout out on social media thanking the reporter, outlet,
or publication that featured you.
•S
 end relevant and glowing coverage to your prospective customers who may have indicated
interest, but have never purchased from you. The additional credibility just might transform
them into a client or customer!
•C
 reate a specific press page on your website, including links to the coverage, downloadable
bio and photos, and speaking topics where you can provide expertise.

CONCLUSION
It doesn’t matter how unique your product is, how wonderful your service is, or how brilliant your work
is if nobody knows about it. Good publicity doesn’t just happen and requires a consistent and proactive
commitment. However, if you can dedicate yourself to doing one small thing each and every day to
publicize your company, services, or products, you’ll be business famous in no time!
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CONNECT

ABOUT COMMUNITY
FUTURES SASKATCHEWAN
Community Futures has been in the business of encouraging and supporting our
communities, our volunteers and our small business owners for more than 30 years.
We know what it takes to start and grow a business, to raise money for a community
project or help to establish a much needed community service. There are 13 offices
across Saskatchewan providing loans, advice and support and we guarantee that
we’ll approach your idea in a way as individual as you are.

TOLL FREE: 1.877.851.9997
Visit our website at www.cfsask.ca to learn more and find the office nearest you.
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